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From: Elaine Bill 
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2013 12:57 AM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: Smart Meters

To Whom it May Concern, 
  
Please note that I have not allowed a smart meter to be installed on my property.  I have read my analog meter & called 
in the numbers twice for the billing. My partner & I are concerned about out health, privacy & civil rights.  However, lately, 
with the threat of a monthly cost to read the meter &/or fees for failed installation or fees for a 'turned off' smart meter, I 
feel as though I have no choice.  I am approaching retirement & concerned about finances.  Some people that I know that 
have smart meters have reported that their bills have increased since the installation.   
  
I do not believe it is fair that these meters are forced on us.  There was no public referendum.  I don't understand why we 
cannot keep our analog meter that is working just fine and send in our own meter readings with an annual reading by 
Hydro to verify the numbers.  I would even be willing to pay a small fee for an annual reading only.  And why would there 
be a monthly charge to read the meter when we are only billed every two months?  Especially when I am saving the fee 
of the new meter. 
  
Why does this monopoly get to force this on us when the analogs work just fine?  Why do they get to extort fees from 
those of us that are non-compliant to their demands?  I thought we lived in a democratic society.  Please note that I am 
against having a smart meter forced on me & against these fees for keeping an analog meter.  Please reject BC Hydro's 
application to charge fees to read an analog meter or charge for failed installations.  These charges are unjust. 
  
Elaine Bill 
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